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Perspective

Can ChatGPT Boost Artistic Creation:
The Need of
Imaginative Intelligence for Parallel Art
By Chao Guo, Yue Lu, Yong Dou, Fei-Yue Wang, Fellow, IEEE

CHATGPT, one of the leading Large Language Mod-
els (LLMs), has acquired linguistic capabilities
such as text comprehension and logical reasoning,
enabling it to engage in natural conversations with

humans. As illustrated in “What Does ChatGPT Say: The DAO
from Algorithmic Intelligence to Linguistic Intelligence” [1],
there are three levels of intelligence : 1) Algorithmic Intel-
ligence (AI), 2) Linguistic Intelligence (LI), 3) Imaginative
Intelligence (II). ChatGPT is a powerful demonstration of
Linguistic Intelligence, another milestone after AlphaGo for
Algorithmic Intelligence [1]–[3]. We believe the next break-
through in intelligence should be Imaginative Intelligence for
artistic creation.

This perspective prescribed a pathway to achieve II for artis-
tic works through Parallel Art, in which LLMs like ChatGPT
can serve as linguistics-based artistic knowledge foundation
models and text-based human-machine interfaces for human-
in-the-loop learning. Multi-modal artistic knowledge founda-
tion models are constructed to perform linguistic, vision, and
decision-making tasks of artistic creation in the human-cyber-
physical hybrid creative systems. Besides, a case study of text-
based painting imagination using ChatGPT is presented.

Parallel Art
To improve the creativity of machines and achieve mu-

tual improvements and collaborations between humans and
machines in artistic creation, we proposed the paradigm,
framework, and methodologies of Parallel Art [4]–[6] based
on Parallel Theory [7]–[13], and developed prototype systems
to explore human-cyber-physical hybrid collaborative painting
creation [14]–[17]. Parallel Systems and ACP methods [18]–
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Fig. 1. Parallel Art framework. There are four stages (description, prediction,
prescription, evaluation) in the iterative improvement between the artificial
and actual systems, and three kinds of roles (human artist, digital artist in
virtual world, robotic artist in real physical world) involved in the human-
cyber-physical hybrid collaboration systems.

[20] conduct computational experiments in artificial systems
and perform virtual-real interactions and iterative optimiza-
tions between the artificial systems (virtual) and actual systems
(real), expanding exploration space and improving machine
learning efficiency [21]–[23].

In the ACP-based Parallel Art framework, there are four
stages, including description, prediction, prescription, and
evaluation, as shown in Fig. 1. 1) In the description stage,
data on actual human creative processes are collected and
a virtual artificial system is established to reflect the actual
creative process by learning from this data. 2) In the prediction
stage, extensive painting experiments are conducted to explore
creative plans in the established artificial environment and
optimized painting strategies are recommended for execu-
tion in the actual painting process. Computational painting
experiments can overcome the physical, temporal, and cost
constraints in actual creation, thus expanding the exploration
space and enhancing the efficiency of the creative process. 3)
In the prescription stage, optimized strategies are performed
with the guidance of virtual systems to improve the creative
performance of the real painting system. 4) In the evaluation
stage, the human artist will evaluate the computational exper-
imental plans and actual creation results to provide human
feedback for iterative optimization of the model, which is
similar to the Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback
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Fig. 2. ChatGPT in Parallel Art (consider painting creation as an example). ChatGPT can serve as linguistics-based artistic knowledge foundation models
and text-based human-machine interaction interfaces in Parallel Art’s creative computational experiment phase and human-in-the-loop learning phase.

(RLHF) applied in ChatGPT [24]. The artificial and actual
systems are executed in parallel and optimized iteratively,
which means that the artificial system will be updated based on
observations of the real system, while the real system executes
based on the practice and exploration of the artificial system.

There are three kinds of roles in Parallel Art to form a
human-cyber-physical hybrid collaboration, i.e., human artist,
digital artist, and robotic artist. 1) The digital artist is the
counterpart of the human artist in cyberspace, containing art
creation data and knowledge of human artists. It will perform
large-scale creative experiments in artificial systems on behalf
of the human artist. 2) The robotic artist is the counterpart of
the human artist in physical space, replacing the human artist
to perform physical creative processes, helping humans put
their efforts where deep creativity is needed. 3) The human
artist interacts with the digital artist and the robotic artist in
two ways. On the one hand, human artists provide painting
demonstrations for machines (digital and robotic painters) to
imitate and learn from. On the other hand, human artists
evaluate the creative processes and the results of digital and
robotic artists, enabling them to improve skills based on human
feedback and evolve to be companions of human artists to meet
their personalized requirements. Human and robotic artists are
involved in physical creation process, forming actual systems.
Digital artists form artificial systems. Humans and machines
collaborate to improve their capabilities in art creation.

The core of Parallel Art is to conduct computational exper-
iments in virtual systems for creative exploration and perform
machine learning with the help of human demonstrations and
evaluation feedback through human-in-the-loop mechanisms.
Computational experiments require artistic knowledge and
skills to perform exhaustive artistic association, transforma-
tion, and combination in the creation process. As for human-
in-the-loop learning, efficient human-machine interaction is

required to achieve the collection of creative demonstrations
and evaluations from human experts, as well as the precise
conveying of human creative requirements.

ChatGPT for Parallel Art
ChatGPT, learning from large amounts of textual data, is ca-

pable of understanding, reasoning, association, and expression
over creative content and even emotions and human-machine
interaction in a text-based manner [25]. This demonstrates that
ChatGPT masters sufficient theoretical and practical artistic
knowledge and is able to communicate with humans in a
natural conversational way, understanding and responding to
their needs.

Therefore, ChatGPT and LLMs can serve two roles in
Parallel Art: 1) linguistics-based artistic knowledge models re-
quired in the computational experiments, 2) text-based human-
machine interaction interfaces required in human-in-the-loop
learning, as shown in Fig. 2.

Based on the linguistics-based artistic knowledge learned
from the web, ChatGPT can provide solutions according to the
given painting requirements in the form of texts, enhancing the
diversity and accuracy of painting computational experiments.

Besides, ChatGPT can serve as the human-machine inter-
face between humans, algorithms, and robots with the help
of prompt engineering [26]. ChatGPT is able to communicate
with people in a conversational manner and understand their
complex and abstract needs, such as emotions to convey.
This enables the effective transmission of artistic requirements,
concepts, and emotions that were initially difficult to express
between humans and machines, which will further facilitate
better artistic expression by digital artists in computational
experiments and by robotic artists in actual executions. In
addition, the experts’ creative processes can be effectively
recorded in the form of texts, forming a painting database
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ChatGPT-imagined rich descriptions of content, 
composition, and painting style (stroke and color).

Vanilla prompts

Man, cowboy hat, balcony, Eiffel Tower, 
Impressionism.

A solitary man dressed in western attire, 
including a cowboy hat, stands on a small 
balcony overlooking the bustling city of Paris. 
The focal point of the painting is the Eiffel 
Tower, which can be seen in the background, 
rising tall against the sky. The man appears 
deep in thought, perhaps pondering the beauty 
and grandeur of the city before him. The loose 
brush strokes and soft, muted colors used in the 
painting give it an impressionistic quality, 
capturing the essence of the scene in an 
impressionistic style. 

ChatGPT

Fig. 3. Text-based painting imagination by ChatGPT can help art generation in Parallel Art using its artistic knowledge.

that can be further used to train digital artists.

Imaginative Intelligence in Parallel Art
In artistic creation, we argue that Imaginative Intelligence is

not only embodied in the exploration of various creative plans
and effects, but also in knowing how to complete them, i.e.
imaging the creative process. In Parallel Art, we realize the
Imaginative Intelligence of artistic creation by learning from
the creative process and painting computational experiments.

As shown in Fig. 2, the creative data such as textual
descriptions [27]–[29], visual states, and action demonstrations
are collected, covering the whole human creative process
containing conception, creating, results, evaluation, etc. Gen-
eral artistic knowledge towards the entire creation lifecycle is
learned from these expert data, and multi-modal foundation
models involving decision-making, vision, and linguistic tasks
in artistic creation are constructed [30]–[32]. These artistic
knowledge models representing the digital painter will con-
duct large-scale painting experiments in the artificial painting
system, and update the painting knowledge according to the
experimental evaluation results iteratively.

LLMs like ChatGPT contain only linguistics-based knowl-
edge and are a special case of the artistic knowledge founda-
tion models. Multi-modal foundation models of general artistic
knowledge, which can handle language, vision, and decision-
making tasks in artistic creation process, will be realized in the
near future with the development of foundation models [33]
and the increase of associated multi-modal data and computing
power. Based on these models, digital painters can achieve
comprehensive imagination from the painting process to the
final painting and carry out exhaustive explorations of painting
strategies to realize the Imaginative Intelligence of artistic
creation.

Besides, emerging approaches of human-to-robot skill trans-
fer and human-in-the-loop machine learning, such as RLHF,
will promote human-cyber-physical hybrid learning and cre-
ation between humans, digital artists, and robotic artists in
social space, cyberspace, and physical space respectively.

Text-based Painting Imagination by ChatGPT
Thanks to the artistic knowledge and logical association

abilities possessed by ChatGPT, it is feasible to employ it in
text-based painting imagination and explore the II initially at
present. We use the text-to-image model Stable Diffusion [34]
as the pipeline for generating painting images and introduce
ChatGPT ahead of the generative model as the art knowledge
model to produce a text-based painting plan according to the
given painting requirements.

As shown in Fig. 3, ChatGPT produced rich descriptions of
painting contents based on the given requirements, such as “A
solitary man dressed in western attire” and “the bustling city
of Paris”. It also imagined a reasonable relationship between
painting elements, such as “(A man) overlooking the bustling
city of Paris” and “The focal point of the painting is the Eiffel
Tower, which can be seen in the background, rising tall against
the sky”. Besides, based on the painting style requirements of
“Impressionism”, ChatGPT points out that the strokes should
be “loose” and the colors should be “soft” and “muted”.

The demonstrations show that ChatGPT can provide more
explicit and detailed guidance on painting content and more
reasonable organization of painting elements, forming clear
and reasonable control over painting content. In addition,
ChatGPT is able to understand abstract artistic expressions
such as painting styles and emotions and relates these abstract
concepts to specific painting techniques like brushstrokes and
colors through text descriptions. Especially for the expression
of emotion, which is difficult for existing AI artistic creation
methods. LLMs typified by ChatGPT initially demonstrate
the possibility to realize painting imagination based on the
extensive linguistics-based artistic knowledge it has learned.
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